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Abstract.
Consider a strong Markov process X° that has continuous sample paths in Rd (d > 2) and the following two properties.
(1) Away from the origin X° behaves like Brownian motion with a polar drift given in spherical polar coordinates by n{8)/2r.
Here /i is a bounded Borel measurable function on the unit sphere in RJ, with average value Ji.
(2) X° is absorbed at the origin.
It is shown that X° reaches the origin with probability zero or one as Ji > 2 -d or < 2 -d. Indeed, X° is transient to +00 if Ji > 2 -d and null recurrent if Ji = 2 -d. Furthermore, if Ji < 2 -d (i.e., X° reaches the origin), then X° does not approach the origin in any particular direction. Indeed, there is a single Martin boundary point for X° at the origin. The question of the existence and uniqueness of a strong Markov process with continuous sample paths in RJ that behaves like X°a way from the origin, but spends zero time there (in the sense of Lebesgue measure), is also resolved here.
1. Introduction. Let A"0 be a strong Markov process with continuous sample paths in Rd (d > 2) such that the following two properties hold.
(i) In Rd\ {0}, A"0 behaves like a diffusion process with (local) generator (1.1) £S±A+(2r)-V(0)|;.
(ii) A"0 is absorbed at the origin.
Here A is the usual Laplace operator in Rd, |t is a bounded Borel measurable function on the unit sphere S^'1 in Rd, and (r, d) g (0, 00) X Sd~l denote polar coordinates in £d\{0}. Paraphrasing (i) we say that A"0 behaves like Brownian motion with polar drift n(8)/2r in Rd\ {0}. The following questions are addressed in this paper. Does A0 reach the origin (i.e. the pole)? If so, does it have an asymptotic direction of approach there? What is the nature of the Martin boundary for A"0 at the origin? Does there exist a strong Markov process with continuous sample paths in Rd that behaves like A"0 away from the origin, but spends zero time there (in the sense of Lebesgue measure)?
There are two basic motivations for the study of this particular process A0. The first is the desire to increase the detailed knowledge of the behavior of multidimensional diffusions near singular points of the coefficients. The second is the fact that A"0 is a basic "model" for comparison with processes having more general drift and/or diffusion coefficients, but for which direct computations are usually not possible.
This paper is divided into five sections. In §2, an alternative representation is given for A"0 as a "twisted product". This is similar to the skew product constructions of Ito and McKean [6, ], which cover the special case ft = constant. The difference here is that the radial part of the process can depend in a nontrivial way on the spherical part, via p(0). The twisted product representation provides intuition for the results obtained in §3 and §4 on the behavior of X° near the origin. In §3 it is shown that starting from x ¥= 0, A"0 hits the origin with probability zero or one, respectively, as jS = / ix (6) d5 (0) is > (2 -d) or < (2 -d). Here a denotes surface area on Sd~Y, normalized so that a(Sd~l) = 1. Furthermore, A0 is transient to +ooifjS>2-6? and null recurrent if ji = 2 -d. In §4, the asymptotic behavior of the resolvent of A0 near the origin is obtained. This reflects the properties that A"0 does not approach the origin in any particular direction and that the Martin boundary is a single point there. The question of whether A0 can be modified to a continuous strong Markov process that spends zero time at the origin is answered in §5.
For the special case ju = constant, the results obtained here are consistent with those that can be deduced by one-dimensional analysis using the skew product constructions of Ito and McKean [6] . The interested reader might like to compare this paper with that of Kendall [7] on "Pole seeking Brownian motion and bird navigation". The drift part of the two-dimensional diffusion studied there includes a singular term which has components in the radial and tangential directions (see [7, p. 
381]).
For each domain D c Rd and n > 0, C"(D) denotes the set of functions /: D -> R that are /i-times continuously differentiable in D. The set of functions in C"(D) whose partial derivatives up to and including those of order n are bounded on D is denoted by C^(D). The symbol C"(D) denotes the set of functions in C"(D) that have compact support in D. If n = 0, the superscript n is usually omitted. The same notations will be used with R1 X S^1 in place of Rd. The abbreviation "a.e." is used for "almost everywhere" with respect to Lebesgue measure on Rd.
The Laplace operator on Rd\ {0} is given in polar coordinates by
where Asj-i denotes the Laplace-Beltrami operator on Sd~l. The set Sd~l is endowed with the topology (and hence Borel a-field) induced from Rd and a denotes the surface measure there. The normalized surface measure a/a(Sd~1) is denoted by a.
2. Twisted product representation. Given p. as described in §1, the existence and uniqueness (in law) of the process A0 follows by applying the theory of Stroock and License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Varadhan [13, 14] to the diffusion with generator £ that is absorbed at the boundary of Rd\ {x: \x\ < e}, and then letting e|0. Indeed, A"0 is characterized (in law) as the unique process that has continuous paths in Rd and associated probability measures {P°} (one for each starting point x g Rd) satisfying the following three properties.
(i)Px°(X°(0) = x)=l.
(ii) For each / <= C2(Rd) with compact support in Rd\ {0},
is a P^-martingale, where Sr,° = o{X°(s):0^s^t} and t0 = inf{/ > 0: A°(r) = 0}.
(iii) P°(X°(t) = 0 for all t > t0) = 1.
In this section we give a representation for X° which provides useful intuition for the results given in later sections on the behavior of X° near the origin.
Suppose (S, <&) is a fixed measurable space on which is defined a standard one-dimensional Brownian motion B, and an independent spherical Brownian motion Z with paths in Sd~l. For each / G [0, oo), define
Then (Y,Z) is a diffusion process with continuous paths in R1 X Sd_1 whose generator acting on functions in C2(Rl X Sd~l) is given by (2.3) Lyz=l|lL+(rf-2)^ + M(z)^ + As,-1j
for (y, z) g Rl x Sd~\ In particular, for each g g C2(Rl X Sd~l),
is a Qv z-martingale, where {^, = a{(Y(s), Z(s)): 0 < s < t}, /> 0} is the natural filtration generated by (Y, Z), and Qyz is the probability measure on (£2, <3) associated with (Y,Z) starting from (y, z).
Next define (2.5) A(t) = f e2Y{s) ds for all t > 0, Further define (2.9) X*(t) = O^Rd for all t > Ax.
Then we have the following Theorem 2.1. A* is a representation for X°, i.e., X* is equivalent in law to X°.
Proof. By construction, A* has continuous paths in Rd and is absorbed at the origin. Thus, it suffices to verify that property (ii) of the characterization of A0 holds for A"*, for each starting point x G Rd. For this it is enough to verify that, for each x G Rd\{0},0 < e < land/G C2(Rd\ {0}), (2.10) [f{x*{t A t"*)) -jf'AT* (Lf)(X*(s))ds,3r,*AT., t > o} Also, ^4_1(0 A T£y = -^_1C A T*)-% substituting the above in (2.11) and changing the variable of integration there to u = A(s) (so that du = e2YU) ds), we obtain and Z is positive recurrent on Sd~x, it then follows that A0 does not have an asymptotic direction of approach to the origin. This property is reflected in the asymptotic behavior obtained in §4 for the resolvent of A"0 near the origin.
3. Is the pole reached? To determine whether the origin (the pole of p(6)/2r) is reached by the process A0, we seek a nonconstant function u such that u(X°(-)) is a local martingale under P° for each x ¥= 0. For this, since £ is the generator of A0, we seek a function u such that (at least in a weak sense)
and u has either a minimum (of zero) or a singularity at the origin. Because £ is homogeneous in r, it is natural to look for a u of the following form for some a G Rl:
where <j>a > 0 on Sd~l.
Since ju was only assumed to be bounded and measurable, in general the most regularity we can expect for <$>a (or x) is that it lie in some Sobolev space contained in C1(Sd~1) such that (3.1) holds in the sense of (Schwartz) distributions. Let p be a fixed real number such that p > d -1, and let W2-p(Sd~1) denote the Sobolev space of functions on 5J_1 that have derivatives through order 2 in Lp(Sd~1). By
It is shown below that there is an a (depending on p, and d) and an associated <j>a > 0 (or x if a = 0) in W2-p(Sd~1) such that u given by (3.2) satisfies (3.1) in the sense of distributions. An extended version of the martingale property (2.1) is then applied to u to show that, starting from x + 0, X° reaches the origin with £\°-probability zero or one as a < 0 or a > 0. Although a closed form expression is not known for a (except when ju = constant), the following criterion is given for determining the sign of a: a < 0, = 0, or > 0 as (3. 3) (i=f p(6)da (6) is > 2 -d, = 2 -d, or < 2 -d (note the reversal of the inequality signs here).
To prove the above, we first determine whether there is a u of the form ( 
Then, by differentiating (3.7) with respect to a and setting a = 0, we obtain
Thus, 7j(a) = X(a) -a(a + d -2) is a strictly concave function of a, r/(0) = 0 and rj(a) -» -oo as a -* + oo. It follows that there is (a unique) a > 0 (resp. a < 0) such that X(a) = a(a + d -2) if and only if rf'(0) > 0 (resp. tj'(0) < 0). By combining this with (3.8) and giving a separate argument for the exceptional case tj'(0) = 0, we obtain the following.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Theorem 3.1. If ji < 2 -d (resp. > 2 -d), there is (a unique) a > 0 (resp. a < 0) such that (3.5) holds with X(a) = a(a + d -2). Then by setting <f>a = \pa for this a, we obtain a solution u(r,6)= /*>a(0) of (3.1) with <>" G W2-p(Sd~l) c C1(Sd-1) and <j>a > 0 on Sd~\ If ji = 2 -d, there is X G W2-p(Sd~l) c C1(S"'-1) such that (3.9) u(r,0) = In r + X (0) is a solution of (3.1).
Proof. The cases p. < 2 -d and ji > 2 -d follow from the discussion above and the observation that r/'(0) is > 0 (resp. < 0) as p. = -A'(0) is < 2 -d (resp. > 2 -d).
So suppose ji = 2 -d. By the definition (2.12) of £, there is a u of the form (3.9) satisfying (3.1) if and only if there is x G W2-p(Sd~l) satisfying Henceforth, a will be used to denote the distinguished real number such that there is a solution u of the form (3.2) satisfying (3.1). In particular, a = 0if]U = 2-J.
The function u will now be used to determine whether the origin is reached by A"0. But first we must show that A"0 escapes from any bounded, punctured neighborhood of the origin in finite (expected) time. For this it is expeditious to use the times at which A"0 first reaches a level set of the function v defined on Rd\ {0} g(y)= l2y(\nK-\ny) forO<y^K,
Remarks. (1) Since <j>tt (or x if a = 0) is in C\Sd~l) and <f>a > 0, it follows that h g C(Rd\ {0}) and there are constants c,, c2 such that
(2) The relation (3.14) actually holds with equality in place of inequality there. This is proved in Theorem 3.3, since it requires the result of Theorem 3.2, which in turn depends on the above lemma.
Proof. On Rd\ {0}, define /= g(u). Then /g C1(Rd\{0})n W&(Rd\{0}). Here Wx2^F(Rd\ {0}) denotes the space of functions that are in the Sobolev space W2p(D) for each domain D c Rd\ {0} such that D is a compact subset of £J\{0}.Now, As in the proof of Lemma 3.1 above, the martingale property (2.1), with tcK in place of t0, can be extended to u<=C1(Rd\{0})nW12oc'>{Rd\{0}).
Thus {u(X°(t A reK)), J^° T , r > 0} is a ^"-martingale. Since « is bounded on DcK = {z: e < v(z) < £} and £,°(Tf/f < oo) = 1, by (3.26), after taking the expected value of u(X°(t A teK)) and letting t -» oo, we conclude that By combining this with (3.28) we obtain P°(rB<rK)=(K-u(x))/(K-e).
Since tok < oo P°-a.s. by (3.26), we can let e 10 in the above to conclude that (3.29) Px°(r0<rK) = l-{u(x)/K}, and then let K -» oo to obtain P^Tq < oo) = 1 if a > 0. On the other hand, for a < 0, by using the definitions of TeK and v (see (3.12)), we see that (3.28) implies
Then letting e J, 0 and using (3.26) we conclude that°( To<%) = 0 ifa<0. □ By letting t -> oo, and then r -» 0 in (3.24), and using (3.27) to conclude that /( X°(tok)) = 0 P^-a.s., we obtain the following strengthened version of Lemma 3.1.
To emphasize its importance for work in later sections, it is labelled as a theorem.
Theorem 3.3. Let x g Rd\ {0}, K > v(x), and g, h be defined as in Lemma 3.1. Then, Ep*\f0Kh(X\s))ds\=g(u(x)).
By using (3.30), the following result on transience/recurrence of X° can be proved in a similar manner to that employed in Williams [16] . For details and terminology, the interested reader is referred to that paper. 4. An ergodic property. For each y > 0 and k G Ch(Rd), let R°yk denote the stopped resolvent defined by R°yk(x) = Ep°\r e-Tk(X°(t)) dt] for all x G Rd.
The following result plays a key role in determining whether there is a strong Markov process with continuous paths in Rd that behaves like X° in Rd\ {0}, but spends zero time at the origin. It also implies that there is a single point of the Martin boundary for A° at the origin (cf. Rogers [11, §4] ). In the sequel, uniformly as |x| -> 0 means uniformly in the spherical coordinate 8 = x/\x\. . o
Proof. The first term in the right member of (4.5) is finite because / and k are bounded and we assumed that Ep'[t] < oo. The proof of this lemma involves standard manipulations using the strong Markov property and Fubini's theorem (cf.
Chung [2, p. 203]). The details are left to the reader. □
The following "scaling" lemma derives from the homogeneity of £ with respect to the radial coordinate r. Remark. Here "equivalent in law" means that the probability measures induced on the space of continuous paths in Rd by the two processes are the same.
Proof. By the characterization given for A° in §2, it suffices to verify that properties (i)-(iii) listed there hold with A_1A°(A2 • ) and £°v, respectively, in place of X°(-) and P°, for each x g Rd. Indeed, property (i) is readily verified and so too is (iii) with the aid of the identity (4.6) t0(A°(.)) = A2t0(A-1A°(A2.)) where t0(h>) = inf{, > 0: w(t) = 0}, for w = A°(-) or X~lX°(X2 ■ ). To verify (ii), let / g C2(Rd) with compact support in Rd\ {0}. By applying property (ii) of P£x to /(A-1 • ) and using the homogeneity of £ with respect to r, we obtain {f(X-lX°{X2 t A r0(X0))) _ jj*Wjr», X-2{Lf){x-lxo{s))ds^ ^2rATo(xV t > o} is a £°x-martingale. Then by changing the variable of time integration from 5 to X~ 2s and using (4.6), we conclude that {/(A-^A2^ A t0*))) -/o'At» (Lf)(X-W(X2s))ds, <F,\T., t > o} is a £°x-martingale, where T0x = T0(A-1Ar0(A2-)) and ^ = o{X~1X°(X2s): 0 < 5 < t}. a
As in §2, R(t) and 0(0 are used below to denote the radial and spherical parts, respectively, of X°(t) for all t < t0. This implies that the Markov chain associated with II is an aperiodic Harris chain (see Revuz [10, pp. 92, [194] [195] [196] ) and that it satisfies Doeblin's condition (see [10, p. 210]). The desired result then follows immediately from Revuz [10, pp. 203, 211] .
For the verification of (4.11), by (4.7)-(4.8), it suffices to show that there are constants c > 0 and 8 > 0, and a (Borel) probability measure p on v'1(e) such that Then using (4.14) we conclude that there is be > 0 such that, for 0 < b < bt,
Choose real numbers pe and qc such that 1 < qe < pe < oo, 1//?E + \/qe = 1 and qe/pe < be. Then by Holder's inequality, for x e Ge we have Proof. The proof is by induction on n. The result is true for n = 1 by definition (see (4.7)-(4.8)). Suppose it is true for some n > 1. Then, (4.19) Px°,+ 1(te<to;0(te)g£) = <+,Kr« < t0; P£o(T,2-..)k < V 8(t.) g £))
= fdl <+xk2-< r0; e(T.r.) g dt)fi"(i, £).
Here we have used the strong Markov property to obtain the second line and the induction hypothesis for the last line. Let A" = 2"/|a| if a * 0 or A" = 2" if a = 0.
Then Xnxn + X G v'\e/2) and by the scaling lemma 4.3, the last line of (4.19) is equal to /" , p2.*.JT. < T°; &^e) g di)U'(i, F) = f Tl(8n+X, dt)Ti"U, £).
The result now follows for n + 1 from the definitions of II " + 1 and II "+1. □
In the following, ke is defined to be equal to k/z if a > 0 or k if a < 0, where k is the probability measure of Lemma 4.4, which may itself depend on e. Thus, a"P°(rc2-n < t0; G(te2-") g d£)/q(x), where a" = e2_" if a > 0 or a" = 1 if a < 0, defines a (Borel) probability measure on Srf-1. By combining this with the definitions of II" and ke, and the uniform convergence in Lemma 4.4, it follows that The first term on the right of (4.32) integrates to a P°-martingale since M't is such a martingale and |K,| < 1. The last two terms in (4.32) sum to zero. Hence we may conclude that (4.33) [v,{m; + u;) = cxp[-xf^'h(x°(s))ds) ft(x°(t a tJ), ^,°at", / > 0} is a P^-martingale for i = 1,2. Then taking expectations for i = 1 and letting t -> oo and then r -» 0, we obtain by bounded convergence (recall t0e < oo PA°-a.s.) (4.34) £*?[. exp(-A/oT°' h{X°(s))ds} /^Vo,))] =/1(x).
Note that for 0 < v(x) < e, if a < 0, t0e = te £x°-a.s., and if a > 0, /,(0) = 0, and for all a, fx\v-i(e) = 1. Consequently, for any a, /,(A°(t0e)) = 1{t,<t0) Pv°-a.s. and (4.24) follows from (4.34).
When a > 0, by taking the expectation of the martingale (4.33) with i = 2 and letting r -» oo, then r -0, and then e -oo, it follows, since f2 is bounded and t0 < oo Px°-a.s., that It further follows that, for a < 2, there is a unique strong Markov process with continuous paths in Rd that behaves like A0 away from the origin, but the amount of time that it spends at the origin has Lebesgue measure zero. Indeed, for y > 0 and k G Cc(Rd) with compact support in Rd\ {0}, the resolvent of X is given by (cf. [11, (2) , (33)])
Ryk(x) = Ep* fX e-y'k(X(t))dt = R°yk(x) + Ep"[e-yT"]y-1c(y,y, k).
.0
Conversely, if a > 2, £(0, y) = 0 for all y g Rd\ {0} and it follows from [11] that there is no such process X in this case. Following the approach in Varadhan and Williams [15] , for a < 2, X can be characterized in law as follows using families of martingales. We can use martingales here, rather than submartingales as in [15] , because there are no boundary points besides the origin. The process A is uniquely characterized in law as the process with continuous sample paths in Rd and associated probability measures {Px, x g R'1}
(one for each starting state x) satisfying the following three properties: (i)Px(X(0) = x) = l.
(ii) For each / G C2(Rd) with compact support in Rd\ (0), (f(X(t))-£l/(X(s))ds,*;,t>0} is a Px-martingale, where J^ = o{X(s): 0 < s < t}.
(iii) Ep> jf l{0)(Jf(0)A =0.
One question that remains unanswered here and provides an area for further research is the following: Is there a simple criterion, expressed in terms of p and d, for determining whether a > 2? When ju = constant, the answer is known: a = 2 -d -p and so a > 2 is equivalent to /t, < -cf.
